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This thesis explores the distinction between the scenic design of A 
Streetcar Named Desire’s original Broadway production and 1951 film.  Using 
Streetcar as a case study, I evaluated the differences in the choices made in the 
scenography of the two mediums as a way to evaluate whether there are inherent 
differences between theatre and film.  I examined the scripts of both mediums 
and analyzed how the story was transposed and how that transposition affected 




























Full stage of USM’s Learned Ladies  
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The purpose of this research is to examine and evaluate the differences in 
the scenic design of both the original 1947 Broadway production and the 1951 
Warner Bros. film of Tennessee Williams’ A Streetcar Named Desire.  This case 
study will be used as a way to explore possible distinctions between the 
scenography of live theatre and that of film and to identify and evaluate any 
inherent differences in the two mediums. 
Justification 
Seeing The University of Southern Mississippi (USM) Theatre 
Department’s production of Moliere’s Learned Ladies peaked my interest in the 
differences between the set design of theatre and film.  The production set the 
play in the garden of a 17th 
century bourgeoisie Paris home 
rather than in the salon of the 
home as indicated in the text.  
The garden gates used in the 
design were built into a wall that 
was a very large scroll, or 
parchment, with calligraphic 
writing inscribed.  Learned 
Ladies revolves around language and academic pretension, so this theatrical 
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symbolism of the scroll exemplifies the content of the play in an overt fashion.  
But if a large scroll, serving as a wall, were used in a film, would its presence 
likely confuse an audience?  If so, why would that be?  Is theatre a better vehicle 
than film for scenery that overtly serves as visual metaphor?  What factors may 
influence an audience’s perception of the setting as reality versus setting as a 
poetic metaphor?  Furthermore, would such conspicuous symbolism through set 
design be as effective in film, or could it be poorly received by an audience?  What 
would be the different needs and capabilities of set design between the two 
different mediums based on the same script?  Does the style of a script 
significantly contribute to the ability of scenery to be an overt metaphor, or is this 
an inherent tendency of the medium of theatre?  From these musings, I 
developed my research question.  What are the critical scenographic differences 
between the 1947 original Broadway production and the 1951 film version of 
Tennessee Williams’ A Streetcar Named Desire, and what can those differences 
reveal about the theatricality of the mediums of theatre and film? 
The Learned Ladies design employed one major artistic technique that 
theatre practitioners use when they try to establish the visual style of a 
production. This technique exists in many forms, but it always involves some 
form of visual exaggeration or overt projection of a metaphor in order to establish 
its presence with an audience.  This technique is commonly known among 
theatre artists as “theatricality.”  I believe that the notion of theatricality is an 
important element central to my question, although it seems to have no fixed 
definition among the artists who use it.  Therefore, in looking for subjects in 
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which to explore possible distinctions between the scenography of theatre from 
that of film, I knew that I needed to find focuses in which distinctive aspects of 
theatricality present themselves for comparison. 
When looking for an appropriate text for my data collection, I found that 
Tennessee Williams’ A Streetcar Named Desire was ideal for many reasons, the 
most important being that both of these productions were under the direction of 
Elia Kazan.  While Jo Mielziner served as the set designer for the stage 
production and Richard Day and George James Hopkins were responsible for the 
set design and decoration in the film, the visual language of both the stage and 
film productions were realized by Kazan.  Kazan’s work as a stage and film 
director is informed by a uniquely powerful aesthetic that I believed would enable 
me to more easily to compare how the same story was told in two different 
mediums. 
Initially, the motivation for this project came from my desire to investigate 
the relationship between scenic design of film and of theatre.  But in my early 
research of the field, I discovered there was insufficient writing on the subject.  
This lack of research leads me to believe that my project could initiate further 
study in this field.  Though my qualitative research will focus on only a small part 
of an extremely vast and rich subject, my work can begin to lay the groundwork 
for future studies in this area of exploration. 
In addition, little scholarly research has been done pertaining to the 
philosophical implications of scenography, and much of what I will touch on in 
my study is of a philosophical, qualitative nature.  By examining visual and 
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contextual evidence from both mediums, I will be able to get a sense of how the 
mediums shaped the scenographic decisions of the designer and director in each.  
Design critic and historian Arnold Aronson, in his essay Looking Into the Abyss, 
poses an intriguing series of questions that are directly related to the challenge of 
my project.  
Perhaps the relative lack of such scholarly analysis or critique of scenography is 
attributable, at least in part, to the instability of the scenographic object.  First, if I were to 
present a stage design for consideration, what exactly would I show?  A painted 
rendering?  A model?  A photograph of an empty set? . . . A photo from a production with 
the actors? – but then, how to decide which moment of the production to show? . . . A 
painting, no matter how illusionistically or cleverly it represents space, is still a 
fundamentally two-dimensional medium.  Theatre . . . is a spatial art; it occurs in three-
dimensional space. (97-98) 
 
Aronson, who is widely acknowledged as one of the leading contemporary theatre 
history scholars, laments that there is little scholarly analysis done on the subject 
of scenography and gives insight as to why there is a gap in the literature.  The 
fact that someone with his reputation sees this gap deeply validates the need for 
such research.  Aronson goes on to explain that scenography is a realm that 
involves many variables that are very different from one another but cannot be 
dissected separately because they all are interdependent.  For example, a model 
of a theatre set may be able to convey a general idea of the organization of the 
scenic space, but it does not communicate all that the actual set does.  Even 
though the model does not fully communicate the meaning, symbolism, or 
poetics of the completed set, it gives the artistic director(s) a big-picture idea of 
how the play will be presented in the theatre.  Without the model: the shop 
builders would not know what the end result is supposed to be; the director 
might not anticipate the set design correctly and could have serious issues with 
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blocking the movements of the actors; or the lighting designer may not be in 
agreement with the set designer about the color scheme or where shadows will 
fall, so the actors may end up either in dark spots or be completely washed out on 
stage.  In other words, to make such an analysis, one must evaluate a network of 
artistic intent, aesthetic possibilities and limitations, and many other factors. 
Aronson makes a case that scenographic research can only be made across 
a broad spectrum of analysis, which tries to account for as many of these 
variables as possible.  All of these variables, when used together, make a study 
like this incredibly difficult, and because scholars have avoided critical analysis of 
scenography, there are few sources or methods to rely on for guidance.  Despite 
the fact that I approached my study with Aronson’s cautions in mind, I have 
found him to be right at almost every turn.  The complexity of variables in this 
area makes developing a method relatively difficult, which may account for the 
sparsity of research in this area. I believe that this study can guide future 
researchers. 
The intent of artists can be discerned through many sources: notes, 
correspondence, plans, and the recollections of members of the production team. 
Just as importantly, intent can also be determined phenomenologically, through 
direct observation, comparison, and analysis of the work itself. Given limitations 
on my ability to access first-hand sources, the phenomenological approach was 
the one that I chose for this study. 
My interest in the phenomenological differences of aesthetic between 
scenography for film and theatre led me to this exploration by creating a case 
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study that intentionally limits my survey, but also has the virtue of maximizing 
certain constants (i.e. the script, playwright, director, designer).  In a sense, this 
examination must also include an awareness of the origins and development of 
the cinema from the way in which its early history evolved from a blending of its 
obvious connections to photography and theatre.  The study may well identify 
differences between the mediums that may be shifting over time.  At the end of 
the study, the identified attributes may not be identifiable as either historically 
relative, and thus mutable, or as inherently constant as differences or likenesses. 
If the study does not reveal this, it would create another opportunity for further 
research.  However, this study, regardless of the findings, can lay initial 







The Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary defines “theatricality” as “of or 
relating to the theater or the presentation of plays,” “marked by pretense or 
artificiality of emotion,” “histrionic,” and “marked by extravagant display or 
exhibitionism” (“Theatricality”).  This definition, to many involved in theatre, is 
inadequate and does not accurately convey the true meaning of the term 
“theatricality.”  It does, however, convey a negative connotation of theatricality 
without insinuating any positive implications of the term that are innate to those 
involved in theatre.  In the theatre world, theatricality is usually a positive 
construct, a useful tool for presenting a script; it is one that seems to be intuitive 
to those heavily involved with theatre.  In his book The Language of Theatre, 
Martin Harrison lists one of the definitions of theatrical as a quality “ ‘ . . . that 
simulates or is simulated; artificial, affected, assumed’ ” (279).  Harrison’s 
definition is more practical for the purposes of theatre and is much more parallel 
to how the term is used by practitioners.  
One may recognize when theatricality is present and when it is not but 
may still not be able to give a concise, quantifiable definition.  Theatricality is a 
term that is not easily described in a succinct fashion, and there seem to be no 
specific variables that help define it.  Even for masters of theatre like Meyerhold 
and Stanislavski, a compromise could not be made on the definition of 
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“theatricality.”  Brenda Murphy quotes Russian director Evgeny Vakhtangov 
saying,  
For Meyerhold “theatricality” means a spectacle during which the audience doesn’t forget 
that it is at the theatre, nor do they cease for a moment to perceive the actor as a master 
playing a role.  Stanislavsky demanded the opposite, i.e. that the audience forget that they 
are at the theatre, that they feel they are part of the atmosphere and milieu in which the 
play’s characters live. (13-14) 
 
For the purposes of this study, scenographic theatricality is defined as 
having elements of art (in this case line, shape/form, texture, scale/proportion, 
rhythm, etc.) deliberately used by the artist in such a way as to make the 
spectator aware of the purposeful exaggeration of these elements.  Intentionally 
employed, theatricality has the effect of reminding the audience that it is viewing 
a performance or gazing at a work of art.  In other words, theatricality can 
distance the viewer from the work psychologically by resisting any tendency of 
the viewer to identify or become immersed in the work.  In so doing, theatricality 
is used to aid in the effective communication of the often-veiled values, ideas, and 
symbols that underlie the text of the script.  In addition, “theatricality” is itself a 
style, which defines the level of a production’s relationship to external “reality.”  
The design criteria listed above are so widely known in the field of art as to be 
accepted as standards, though exact terminology and usage may differ slightly 
from designer to designer. 
The term “presentation” conveys that work that is not intended to replicate 
or imitate reality so as to create an illusion of it.  The artist is not trying to hide 
the fact that the work is art – something that is being “presented.”  For example, 
cartoon characters can be based upon stereotypes that may be superficially 
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derived from imitation but are so artificially drawn that an audience does not 
mistake the characters for real people. 
The term “representation” conveys that one is representing objective 
reality with the intention of creating an illusion of it.  Representation is linked to 
imitation, and the goal of imitation is reality or “realism” — the more accurate, 
the better.  Even though something represented is also presented, the object of 
imitation is to draw attention to the performance itself.  So, representations are 
often judged on the basis of their fidelity to the object represented. 
On an imaginary centerline separating presentation from representation, 
theatre lies on the side of presentation, and film lies on the side of representation, 
though its position will vary with each individual film.  This placement and 
identification should not be confused with the intentions of each individual artist 
who may have a unique desire for a more accurate (or less slavish) depiction of 
visual reality.  These are the tendencies of the mediums, given differences in how 
they relate to the viewer, their histories, and their technological environments.  
They are tendencies with which artists in both mediums must contend, whatever 
their intention in a given project. 
“Theatricality” could be loosely defined as the opposite of reality, an 
exaggeration, and a reminder that one is watching theatre.  “Realism,” often seen 
in film, presents itself as an imitation of life in a way that is believable to an 
audience.  Whereas imaginary realities may exist, i.e. in films such as the Matrix 
series, Avatar, and the Harry Potter series, these fictional worlds are presented 
in a manner that allows an audience to accept them as “real.”  The audience 
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submits to immersion because the story seems to imitate the quotidian 
conventions of time, space, and being, which it experiences as “reality” in 
everyday life. 
The scenic design of theatre is, in many cases, extremely poetic, 
exaggerated, and symbolic even when the location called for is ostensibly “real,” 
as in Learned Ladies (a 17th century yard garden).  In theatre, the audience 
accepts these techniques as artifice without feeling that the “reality” of the story is 
compromised.  Why is this?  In a play, the audience shares the same space and 
time continuum as the actors and the scenic design.  The set of a play can 
symbolize important aspects of the storyline or characters, give historical 
background, and foreshadow events.  The scenic design plays a vital role in telling 
the circumstances of the story, yet it does not seem as restricted to the 
conventions of visual literalism.  
Theatre and Film 
In film, the scenic design is equally important to, but, in many ways, 
very different from that of theatre.  The film design typically simulates “reality” 
since film has the advantage of shooting a scene on location or simulating reality 
via green screen and special effects.  A primary difference between film and 
theatre is the distinctiveness of the dimensional reality inherent to each.  Theatre 
is three-dimensional; actors are physically present in the same space as the 
audience.  In contrast, film is two-dimensional.  Yes, physical actors are used in 
the making of a film, but the finished product is in fact only two-dimensional; a 
film only exists in the flat plane of the screen as an image of light and darkness 
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reflected into the eyes of the audience.  Hence, traditionally film is primarily 
regarded as a medium of the eye (and secondarily the ear), while theatre, existing 
simultaneously in three-dimensional space and time, would seem to have the 
potential to physically stimulate all of the senses.  Yet this too easy comparison 
may mask something more complex and paradoxical about the relationship 
between theatre and film. While the theatre audience shares the same space and 
time with the actors and the scenography, the film’s audience experiences all it 
knows and sees of the cinematic world through the eye of the camera.  In the 
theatre’s scenographic space, an audience has a three-dimensional experience but 
can only watch the event, with eyes and ears as its primary sense receptors.  The 
space remains before or outside the audience.  In film, the audience is immersed 
and enters the two-dimensional scene through its imagination, and it inherently 
and effortlessly fills out the story far more than in theatre.  Though 
fundamentally theatre is three-dimensional and film is two-dimensional, in a 
sense, the film space provided by the camera transports the audience to yet a 
third space — the space of its imagination.  In this third space, the audience seeks 
to fill in the information about the visual world beyond the camera’s vision to 
which the film points but does not give to the audience. 
“Theatricality” is not strictly confined to the theater but can be found in 
other art forms when those art forms employ devices that deliberately remind the 
viewer that he or she is experiencing “art.”  According to Josette Feral, the 
spectator’s “gaze” is vital in the presence of theatricality.  In her article 
“Theatricality: The Specificity of Theatrical Language,” Feral illustrates scenarios 
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that examine conditions surrounding theatricality both on and off stage.  In the 
first scenario, the reader is in a theatre about to watch a play.  The stage is set, 
visible from the open curtain, but there are no actors present.  Feral poses the 
question of whether or not theatricality is at work.  If one answers yes, he 
recognizes that a set alone can convey some sort of theatricality.  Although the 
play has not begun, certain constraints have already been imposed simply from 
the presence of the scenic design.  In this scenario, space is the medium of 
theatricality (Feral 95-96).  The performance space itself, arranged for a play, is a 
signal to the audience that it can expect what it sees to be “theatrical” and 
presentational to some degree. 
In Feral’s second scenario, the reader witnesses an argument between 
two passengers on a subway.  One of the passengers is smoking and the other 
passenger is intensely objecting, stating that smoking on the subway is clearly 
prohibited.  The first will not comply, and threats and insults are exchanged as 
tension mounts.  Some spectators of the event trade glances and comments, and 
others even take sides in the argument.  As the subway stops to let passengers off, 
it pulls up next to a very large billboard advertising cigarettes.  As the angry 
smoker exits, he points out to all witnesses the disproportion between the small 
“no smoking” sign in the train and the huge advertisement promoting smoking 
covering the entire wall of the station platform.  The reader is then asked again if 
theatricality is present in this scenario.  Feral then reveals that the spectators on 
the subway had been informed that the two arguing passengers were in fact 
actors who were taking part in an invisible theatrical production.  After the 
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revelation of this information, it would indeed seem as though theatricality is 
present in this scenario.  From this situation, I conclude that theatricality seems 
to stem from the spectator’s awareness of theatrical intention and deployment of 
technique.  The awareness forces one to see theatre, whereas, before, one only 
saw a heated argument.  In this scenario, theatricality appears as a result of the 
performers’ theatrical intention.  Feral concludes that the spectator must be 
aware of the performers’ secret.  Without the awareness, there is a 
misunderstanding and the absence of theatricality (Feral 96-97).  Thus the visual 
environment created by the scenography of the play establishes the level of 
theatricalism or realism it can expect in the performance. 
In Feral’s third scenario, the reader is at a sidewalk café watching 
passers-by.  These passers-by have no desire to be seen or intention to act.  They 
do not show pretense or fiction and do not behave as if showing-off.  But the 
reader’s eyes perceive a sense of “theatricality” in their gestures, figures, and how 
they occupy the space around them.  The reader, as a spectator, inscribes this 
theatricality in the real space surrounding them.  It is the act of watching that 
reassigns gestures to theatrical space.  What I infer from this last scenario is that 
theatricality has little to do with the nature of the invested object (the actor, 
space, object, or event) and is not necessarily the result of pretense, illusion, 
make-believe, or fiction (Feral 97). 
Feral sees theatricality as a process more than a property with 
analyzable characteristics.  The process has more to do with a “gaze” that 
postulates and creates a distinct, virtual space belonging to the other, from which 
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fiction can emerge.  She concludes that theatricality consists as much in situating 
the object in a “framed theatrical space” as it does in transforming a simple event 
into a spectacle.  Theatricality is the result of a perceptual dynamic linking the 
onlooker with someone or something at whom to look.  Additionally, Feral 
asserts that theatricality is an act of representation, the deliberate construction of 
a fiction (99).  This job of “framing” the space in theatre belongs to the scenic 
designer; whereas in film, the director and/or cinematographer frame what the 
audience sees of the space and how the audience sees it. 
Many of the responsibilities of a scenic designer are the same for both 
film and theatre.  Typically, a scenic design for a film and a scenic design for a 
theatre production serve similar purposes.  Characteristically, settings in both 
mediums help establish the circumstances of the world of the play; help establish 
the historical time; help establish the mood and atmosphere; and help establish 
the visual style of the play. 
How the space is framed signals to the audience the level of theatricality 
it will be experiencing.  But, what Feral has not completely articulated is that, in 
doing so, it also creates a kind of contract with the audience and frees the 
audience member to allow him or herself to be immersed, hence entering the 
realm of representation rather than presentation.  For example, the fact that one 
knows that one is watching a play now allows one to witness an act of murder and 
experience terror, empathy, etc. without experiencing the guilt or other negative 
emotions of being an onlooker watching a real murder.  This is one reason why, 
in theatre, it is so often common to rely on exaggeration within the theatre 
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performance itself to constantly remind the audience that they are watching art 
and not life, artifice and not reality. 
This could imply that, because film is two-dimensional, it can, and 
perhaps must, be more “realistic” due to the fact that it is at an even greater 
distance from “real life” than three-dimensional theatre.  If this is true, it also 
might be true that the “framing” of theatre (as a three-dimensional performance) 
and film (as a two dimensional performance) induces in the audience a different 
level of expectation of the “real.”  So, while in theatre an audience may accept the 
mere suggestion of blood as a believable murder, in film the audience will 
probably expect to see what it believes is the appropriate amount of gore that 
would be associated with a murder in real life. 
But the quality of theatricality is not limited only to the performance 
itself.  Branislav Jakovljević describes in his review of Samuel Weber’s 
Theatricality as Medium that Weber’s key point is that no matter what part the 
addressee plays (audience member, spectator, listener, or reader), he (addressee) 
is called upon to “bear witness” to a turn of events that as such can never be seen.  
This bearing witness, and only this, constitutes theatricality as medium 
(Jakovljević 181).  Weber’s idea of bearing witness is not unlike that of Feral who 
sees theatricality’s presence only in the knowledge and awareness of a spectator.  
The idea of the “gaze” and having to “bear witness” or be aware of the intentions 
for theatricality to be present implies that theatricality relies heavily on audience 
expectation.  This idea of audience expectation may partly or heavily influence 
decisions made in film or in theatre.  Perhaps the very nature of theatre and film 
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as two unique aesthetic forms is to challenge the imagination of the audience in 
different ways.  Being mostly language-based, theatre commands the audience to 
use its ears as much as, if not more than, its eyes.  In contrast, film is highly 
visual and shows on screen something that might be spoken on stage.  For film 
theorist André Bazin, the challenge of filmed theatre is “centrally the difficulty of 
‘transposing a text written for one dramaturgical system into another’ ” (Geraghty 
76). For a successful translation, cinema must “delve deeper into its own 
language” and theatre must have the “mode and style of production” already 
embodied by the text (Geraghty 76). 
In Elia Kazan, Brian Neve explains that theatre and film share the 
dependence on “an audience being brought together in a specialized space for the 
particular purpose of engagement with the form” (73).  Neve also cites Bazin, in 
which Bazin explains the differences between theatre and film as being embedded 
in two defining concepts: “physical presence and audience activity” (Neve 75).  
Both theatre and film perform to an audience, but theatre involves a live 
performance by actors who are physically present whereas film is a “mechanical 
recording of absent actors” (Neve 75).  This could mean that a theatre audience is 
more readily absorbed by the medium than a film audience, but it is arguable that 
a theatre audience has to work to become engaged, unlike a film audience, which 
is “mechanically caught up” by the “close-ups and editing of mainstream cinema” 
(Neve 76). 
Once thought to be two very similar modes of entertainment, many 
scholars and theorists now consider theatre and film two completely different art 
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forms.  Edward Murray writes about the common elements of both film and 
theatre in his book The Cinematic Imagination, explaining that “both elements 
are able to tell a story; both use actors and speech; both deal with the emotional 
and ethical problems that beset human beings; and both require form or 
structure” (9).  Allardyce Nicoll, author of Film and Theatre, and Murray agree 
that a fundamental requirement of both theatre and film is movement (Murray 
12, Nicoll 38).  How each of these mediums uses movement is where the 
differences lie.  Nicoll writes that for theatre to be successful two things are 
necessary — 1) physical movement “accompanying, and inextricably bound up 
with” (38) 2) dialogue which can, in itself, provide an incredible sense of 
movement.  He also believes that, for cinema, the movement of shapes on a 
screen is what captures and holds the attention of an audience, not the actual 
shapes themselves (Nicoll 38).  According to Murray, “In a play there is verbal 
movement or fluidity; in a film there is visual movement or fluidity” (12).  The 
stage is limited by point of view, time, place, and action, making language the 
most important element to the medium.  Because of the use of the camera, film 
has the advantage of mobility, making the actual image the element of import 
(Murray 12).  According to Nicoll, in theatre the actors are solely responsible for 
bringing movement to the stage (with occasional exceptions for lighting); the 
scenic design is typically static with minimal changes being made to the lighting 






movement on screen.  For film, the camera acts as the eye of the observer, and 
even though it is still seated in a theater, the audience is able to move with the 
action, becoming anything the director desires at any given point, making the 
camera a huge contributor to the movement of film (Nicoll 74). 
What the audience experiences, sees, or feels in film is up to the discretion 
of the director because he or she controls the camera and the film edits.  The 
camera, serving as the eye of the observer, has the ability to move about, 
revealing different points of view.  It is this ability to shift perspective that guides 
and shapes the audience’s viewpoint.  In theatre an audience member has a fixed 
point of view, only seeing what is presented in real time, real space, and real 
magnitude.  However, the camera can pan out and show an aerial view of a field 
of thousands of soldiers preparing for battle or zoom in to show a smirk, wink, or 
slight of hand that could be crucial to the plot but would go unnoticed on stage.  
The camera and director control the magnitude of each element in film.  In one 
frame, thousands of soldiers in a field could seem miniscule while the next frame 
could show a bumblebee that fills the entire screen.  In film the ability to fluidly 
shift from a scene of physical intimacy to one of vastness is an inherent property.  
Because of the nature of theatre, real time, real space, and real magnitude are all 
that can be presented.  In theatre, distance from the object is real; in film, 










Cinema, along with the power of magnitude, has the power of 
concentration, which allows the director to make the audience see exactly what 
he or she wishes.  The director uses the camera to focus on an object, person, etc. 
and the audience is made to do the same (Nicoll 89).  While theatre does not 
possess the power of concentration, “pointing” is a common device used to draw 
attention to a particular element by the use of words, actions, placement of 
properties, lighting, or groupings of characters as a compositional arrangement 
intended to control the audience’s focus (Harrison 200).  Film can be highly 
selective because the camera can show only those things absolutely essential to 
the story, completely excluding any visual element that is not (Nicoll 88). 
Film is composed of many still photographs moving along a reel; these still 
photographs are re-representations of moments of the three-dimensional world.  
The film records what the camera “sees” to the degree that the subject of the film 
has an objective existence in the material world, which the camera is recording.  
The film represents that material existence on the reel itself in the form of the 
cellulose acetate of which the film is made. Projected for an audience, it re-
presents the representation.  Even though the content of what is being filmed can 
be three-dimensional, the final result — the two-dimensional film — is projected 
on a screen (Aronson 87).  Aronson, in his essays on scenography, points out that 
a key element differentiating film from theatre is space or volume, which in turn, 
he believes, implies time.  Living in time and space is inherently understood, and 
an audience extends that understanding to the stage during a theatre 
performance.  Aronson writes, “The actors we see are like us: they have volume, 
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they move through space, and thus they move through time” (88).  To leave the 
stage, reach for a prop, engage in a fight, or sit down in a chair, the actors have to 
move across visible and knowable distances.  An audience can reasonably know 
how much time will elapse as it does so; the actor exists in real time, regardless of 
the fictional time of the play (Aronson 88).  An audience experiences the stage in 
the moment, regardless of when the play was written or when the theater was 
built.  But a projected image, Aronson points out, is very different.  “The 
projection exists in the present, of course, but the image is from the past; the 
image was photographed, filmed, or videoed prior to presentation” (89).  He goes 
on to explain, “The very process of developing film involves a step called ‘fixing’ 
— making the image permanent.  A fragment of the time-space continuum is 
abstracted and becomes an object for visual consumption” (89).  Aronson makes 
an interesting point regarding film and theatre’s relationship with fiction and 
reality:  
Even though from the beginnings of cinema’s history . . . through such recent movies as 
The Matrix, the image has been manipulated — a fictional world is created as surely as in 
any painting, sculpture, or novel — yet we persist in believing that what is on the screen 
must in some way be true.  The cinematic image transforms even the most blatant fantasy 
into reality.  The theatre, on the other hand, though composed of real objects—wood, 
canvas, paint, papier-mâché, and the like — transforms a concrete reality into a kind of 
fantasy. (91) 
 
Laura U. Marks, theorist and curator of independent and experimental 
media, identifies the dominant modality of film as the gaze, i.e. voyeuristic, 
aggressive, dominating, etc.  She makes a case that the effect of film is not a 
primarily optical one– that this quality has been assigned to film by male 
theorists.  She argues the true effect of film is on a broader range of experiences, 
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particularly the sense of touch.  One of the ways she does so is by appealing to the 
idea of borders: the concept of marginality, places, people, or objects that exist at 
the outer edges or in vaguely defined territories that separate well-defined 
concepts.  For example, aboriginal people are racial and national outliers, women 
are outliers, and independent film is an outlier to the (then) dominant aesthetic 
of Hollywood.  In suggesting that there are undefined experiences of film that are 
other than those that fall within the definition of the film as gaze, Marks reveals a 
new way of both perceiving and making film.  Marks addresses filmmaking that 
does not appeal to the (male) aesthetic of pure visuality but appeals to a broader 
range of sensual experiences.  Marks supports the point that the film experience 
is not limited to the objective (male) gaze but extends to the subjective (female) 
gaze, which is more experiential, sensual, and immersive (Jaeckel 1).  
A Streetcar Named Desire 
Much research has been done surrounding specific aspects or elements of 
theatre, film, and specific aspects of Tennessee Williams’ A Streetcar Named 
Desire, but there is very little research that examines the scenic relationship 
between the two.  Dominique Sipiere, in “Four Traces of the Streetcar,” examines 
all of the mediums of A Streetcar Named Desire and how the directors of each 
medium portrayed (literally or figuratively) the streetcar, Desire.  The article 
breaks down some of the scenes in several different versions of Streetcar across 
different mediums (film, theatre, and opera) and addresses how the material idea 
of the streetcar is transposed to a symbolic image among the mediums.  He 
discusses how some directors (in some of the film versions) give a visual of the 
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physical streetcar and others use the idea of the name, Desire (Sipiere 184-94).  
This research shows the relationship between the literature (Tennessee Williams’ 
play) and the mediums of film and stage.  It shows how the streetcar is 
transposed and interpreted, but it does not reveal any relationship concerning the 
scenic designs or how they are executed in the different mediums. 
Another scholar, Yuan-yuan XU, uses Shakespeare’s Othello to discuss 
how the adaptation of Shakespeare’s play to film treats the issue of spatiality.  XU 
made the comparison between the characterizations of the antagonist, Iago, in 
Shakespeare’s play and Oliver Parker’s film.  He noted that the difference 
between the dramatic language of cinema and that of theatre was primarily a 
distinction in spatial terms, and it is the responsibility of the filmmaker to 
compensate for the changed relationship between what is spoken and what is 
shown.  On stage, the actors articulate the dramatic language so that the audience 
can hear what is going on.  In film, the filmmaker must develop his or her own 
cinematic language and articulate that language on a visual level (XU 31).  Here, 
XU supports the need for more comparison and analyses of the transposition of 
language (dramatic and cinematic) and the spatial terms of the scenography.  In 
Streetcar’s scripts, some spatial considerations are detailed, but it is the 
scenography in each medium where those considerations are fulfilled. 
Some of the changes that were made to the 1951 film version (from the 
original version of A Streetcar Named Desire – 1947 Broadway production) were 
due to censorship constraints by the Production Code Administration (PCA) and 
the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), but most scenographic 
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changes were made to transpose A Streetcar Named Desire into a different 
medium – film.  Certain aspects of characters, such as Blanche DuBois, were 
represented in different ways across the two mediums.  “This [Blanche’s] inner 
life had been represented on stage by music and various visual effects, with 
Blanche both wedded to the false ideals of the aristocratic tradition of the old 
South and also fearful of losing her attraction to men” (Geraghty 35).  The film 
also portrays Blanche’s inner life, but creative cinematography did most of the 
representation. 
Theatre embodies an element known as “real” time.  Though years may 
pass during the course of a single theatre production, the minutes on stage are 
the same for both the characters and the audience.  On stage, nothing can be in 
slow motion or frozen in “real” time.  The actors can, however, move very slowly 
or not at all to simulate time slowing down or stopping.  When this technique is 
implemented, it is a theatrical gesture that draws attention to itself.  But no 
matter the technique, in theatre, the actors and the audience are in “real” time.  
In film, however, time is relative.  Because of the technological advantages of 
film, time can be represented differently than it occurs in reality.  “Thus the 
overall scheme – the jazz score, together with the director’s stretching of ‘real’ 
time – was disrupted by the substitution of a more conventional musical track 
and the execution of several of the closer and more expressive shots of Stella on 
the staircase” (Geraghty 43).  Elia Kazan, as director, was able to take one 
“moment” of film and stretch it into several seconds of actual or “real” time for 
the audience to observe.  What is actually a half-second of eye contact between 
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two actors can be stretched into eight actual seconds for the audience to observe. 
From all of the previously noted characteristics of film and theatre, one 
might conclude that film is better at revealing the inner subjectivity of characters, 
whereas theatre tends to show relationships and contexts rather than subjective 
states.  Yet, much of the emphasis of the research surrounding A Streetcar 
Named Desire and the differences of the mediums has been on the characters, 
their relationships with one another, and their inner struggles.  Though this 
information is all relevant to this study, none of it seems to touch on the issue of 






I was unable to gain access to the original artifacts and materials I had 
hoped to use, so the focus of this study had to be shifted from the observation and 
analysis of primary sources to that of secondary sources (accounts of the 
production, process, and intentions of the director and designers; and 
photographs) and a theoretical approach.  In a sense, this examination must also 
include an awareness of the origins and development of the cinema from the way 
in which its early history developed from a blending of photography and theatre. 
I used a journal to record notes on the play and film scripts and to record 
notes on the images and viewing of the film.  The object of the non-image part of 
the analysis of available materials and the script was to pick up clues that were 
helpful in decoding the images or help to explain why certain choices were made 
in the stage or film version.  I compared the script for the play and the script for 
the film side-by-side and recorded any noticeable changes.  I used a table to 
analyze the differences in the two scripts.  See appendix A for data. 
Script Analysis 
Streetcar is the story of a woman who, having lost everything, tries to 
remain optimistic and hopeful in the face of increasing evidence that she can 
never return to her old way of life.  After having lost her family’s estate and being 
run out of town, Blanche DuBois, an ostentatious, fading relic of the Old South, 
retreats to her sister Stella and husband Stanley’s New Orleans home.  Even with 
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a clean slate, she fails to recreate the romantic dreams of her youth, fails to 
capture Mitch – the one man who might help change her life, is raped by Stanley, 
and is betrayed by Stella, eventually resulting in her being led away to an asylum. 
The film and theatre scripts of A Streetcar Named Desire, though similar 
in text, are clearly defined for each genre.  The changes made to the script of A 
Streetcar Named Desire for the practical transposition of the play to the film can 
be mostly attributed to Oscar Saul.  For example, a “yes” spoken in the play 
becomes a head nod in the film.  However, the changes made to the story for 
reasons of censorship were left to Tennessee Williams. 
Though the literary root of Tennessee Williams’ masterpiece is found in 
both the film script and play script, the adaptation to film has allowed for more to 
go unsaid, yet still be seen.  In other words, in the film Williams’ presence as a 
writer is subordinated to Kazan’s presence as a visual artist; in the play, this does 
not seem to be the case.  The differences in the actual story line of Streetcar 
between the stage and the screen are minimal and mostly due to the Motion 
Picture Association of America’s restrictions on film, but the scenic differences 
are numerous.  There are a number of changes made in adapting the film script 
that exemplify the different aesthetics of film and theatre and result in new 
choices that affect the scenic space. 
The play opens with “two women, one white and one colored, on the steps 
of the building”, but the first bit of action occurs when Stanley enters and tosses a 
meat package at Stella, hollering, “Catch!” (Williams 3-4).  For Williams, 
Stanley’s tossing of the bloody meat package is symbolic of his animalistic nature, 
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“bearing the raw meat home from the kill in the jungle!” (83).  The film opens 
with Blanche in a train station, obviously lost, getting help from a kind stranger, 
ironically literalizing her famous line that she delivers later in the story.  In the 
play, the two women on the steps of the building are arguably part of the scenery 
in which the “action” is Blanche’s entrance.  The focus is the same for both the 
film and the play; the emphasis of the scene is on Blanche’s entrance.  The 
implication of this change is that the audience sees Blanche, through the eyes of 
the camera, as lost in the world around her.  In the film, the audience is almost 
able to see the world as Blanche sees it: clouded, confusing, and chaotic.  In the 
play, the audience is only a spectator of Blanche, watching her, in the same way 
the two women on the steps do.  In the play, the audience, as spectators, can 
more closely relate to the women; whereas in the film, the audience can better 
empathize with Blanche because it gets a glimpse of her point of view. 
In the play, Blanche and Stella’s dramatic reunion occurs in the Kowalski 
kitchen, but in the film, the reunion happens at the bowling alley.  It is here at the 
bowling alley that Blanche and the film audience get their first impressions of 
Stanley.  Stanley is wearing a t-shirt, is drenched in sweat, and is brawling 
playfully with friends near one of the bowling lanes.  This first impression of 
Stanley in the film does not reference his character through symbolism (as is the 
throwing of the meat package in the play) but is a literal way of presenting to the 
audience his masculinity and animalistic nature.  In the play, the audience 
observes Stanley; in the film, it experiences Stanley. 
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In the play, when Stella tells Blanche about Stanley and how much he 
travels, she shows Blanche a picture of him.  Stella says, “here’s a picture of him” 
(18).  Because the theatre audience cannot see what Stella is showing Blanche, the 
theatrical device, “pointing,” is utilized through Stella’s line to inform the 
audience at what Blanche is looking.  In the film script, the stage directions for 
this same scene say “Stella: (looks toward a photograph of Stanley)” (Garrett et al 
347).  Pointing is not necessary in the film because of the camera’s ability to show 
the audience what it is that Blanche is seeing by zooming in on the photograph of 
Stanley.  Once again, the audience sees the world through the eyes of the 
characters rather than as outsiders. 
When Blanche tells Stella about having lost Belle Reve, the play script only 
conveys that Blanche is upset (20-22).  In the film script, the stage directions say 
that Blanche runs out of the house and into the street (350).  These stage 
directions more clearly express the level of Blanche’s hysteria on the matter of 
Belle Reve and give a little more insight to the severity of Blanche’s psychological 
condition.  This is, again, a literalizing impulse; the audience is not left so much 
to discover Blanche’s condition through symbolic language but to experience her 
condition both more literally and more viscerally. 
In the play, when Mitch shows Blanche the inscription on his cigarette 
case, the stage directions say that Blanche is “reading with feigned difficulty” 
(57).  In the film, in the same scene, the stage directions in the script say, “she 
takes his hand under pretense of moving it so that the match light will serve to 
best advantage” (384), and after Blanche finishes reading the inscription, the 
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stage directions say that “she releases his hand, pretending embarrassment” 
(384).  In the play, an audience member would probably not notice something as 
small as the light touch of hands unless the theatrical device of pointing were to 
be utilized.  To create the intimate atmosphere that this scene emanates, pointing 
must be avoided.  Using the device in this scene would contradict the audience’s 
experience of the intimacy of the situation by drawing attention to the director’s 
technique, creating an entirely different feel.  Because of the advantages of film, 
the camera can zoom in on Blanche’s hand brushing against Mitch’s and can pick 
up a feigned embarrassed look on Blanche’s face.  These intimate gestures and 
interactions would go unnoticed on stage. 
When Blanche asks Stella what she has heard about Blanche’s reputation, 
Blanche delivers a long monologue telling Stella about her past (Williams 92).  In 
the film version of this monologue, a line is added: “That’s why I haven’t been so 
awfully good lately. . .” (412).  In the play, this line is not necessary to understand 
that Blanche has been involved in promiscuous activities.  This added line could 
lend itself to a better understanding of the story since some information was 
removed for censorship purposes and because the film audience may require a 
more transparent explanation for Blanche’s current state. 
After Mitch and Blanche’s date, they have a long conversation where 
Blanche tells Mitch about her deceased husband, Allan Grey.  In the play, this 
conversation occurs in the Kowalski flat after Mitch has walked Stella home 
(100).  In the film, this scene is set on an open pavilion on Lake Pontchartrain at 
a casino party, ironically similar to the place where Allan Grey committed suicide 
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(419).  This scenic change is technically and economically viable for film but 
would be nearly impossible to effectively execute on a stage with the economics 
and technology of the time. 
In the play, when Mitch tells Blanche about his mother, Blanche asks, “You 
love her very much, don’t you?”  To which, Mitch responds, “yes” (113).  In this 
same scene in the film, the script indicates, “Mitch nods miserably” (428) instead 
of verbally replying as in the play.  Unless extremely exaggerated, a head nod 
would not likely be visible to an entire theatre audience, but, because of the 
nature of film, a head nod is a sufficient, possibly more appropriate response to 
Blanche’s question. 
There is a scene added to the film between Stanley and Mitch at the factory 
where they both work.  The camera cuts to several men holding a clearly enraged 
Mitch back from pummeling Stanley.  Mitch says, “Lemme go! I’m going to kill 
you! I’m going to kill you!  Lemme go—do you hear—lemme go!” and “Lies! 
Everyone of ‘em—lies!” (430-431).  It is evident that Stanley has just told Mitch 
about the information that he gathered about Blanche’s reputation.  This added 
scene more explicitly touches on the issue of Mitch’s feelings toward Blanche.  In 
the theatre version, his feelings toward Blanche are left up to the actor and/or 
director; in the film, the decision on how to interpret Mitch’s feelings is made for 
the audience. 
After Mitch learns the truth about Blanche’s reputation and lifestyle before 
arriving to New Orleans, he confronts her in the Kowalski flat.  In Act Two of the 
play, Mitch turns on the light to get a close look at her (145). Here, “pointing” is 
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used and is necessary for the audience to accept that Mitch is able to see Blanche 
more closely and clearly than he has before.  In the film, the same thing occurs 
but only when the camera zooms in on Blanche’s face to reveal to the film 
audience an aging woman (451).  “. . . [Blanche]’s face showed a level of painful 
intimacy denied to a stage audience” (Kolin 154).  In the play, the audience 
cannot get close enough to notice whatever it is that Mitch sees that informs him 
that Blanche is older than what he originally thought, so the audience has to 
accept Blanche’s age based upon what Mitch says rather than what it sees. 
When Mitch finally questions Blanche’s promiscuity, in the play, she tells 
him to leave or she will scream “fire!” (150). In the same scene in the film version, 
Blanche tells Mitch to leave or she will start “screaming!” (456).  Mitch runs out 
of the Kowalski flat as Blanche and her screams chase him.  Her screaming has 
drawn the attention of passers-by and a small crowd forms.  This occurrence 
shows the audience (and Blanche, in a sense) more obviously her emotional, 
psychological instability. 
Image Analysis 
The script is identified as a “realistic” script by genre, yet the play as 
originally designed by Mielziner and staged by Kazan had many non-realistic 
visual elements.  Though I do not have the advantage of viewing the original 1947 
Broadway production, nor do I have the convenience of a complete set of 
photographs of the 1947 production set, I have a small collection of photographs 
of the scenic design of the play that give me enough information to compare and 
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contrast with the screen captured images from the 1951 Warner Bros. film.  I also 
have a description of the play’s scenic design from Murphy’s book:  
The design for Streetcar consisted of a backdrop with a stylized view of the street behind 
the apartment and a series of walls made of gauze and black duck to produce varying 
degrees of opacity in front of the backdrop.  The rear wall of the apartment was made of 
gauze with appliques to represent windows, fanlights, and shutters.  From a series of 
lights mounted behind the proscenium, this drop could be lighted from the front, 
displaying only the apartment’s interior wall.  For an exterior scene such as Blanche’s 
departure at the end of the play, the lights were brought up behind the translucent scrim, 
revealing the actors who stood behind it “on the street” as well as the backdrop.  The 
combination of lighting and scenery helped to produce the stylized effect that Kazan was 
after, neither conventional realism nor expressionism, but a new environment.  As 
Mielziner described it, “throughout the play the brooding atmosphere is like an 
impressionistic X-ray.  We are always conscious of the skeleton of this house of terror, 
even though we have peripheral impressions, like the chant of the Mexican woman which 
forms a background to a solo scene of Stella in her bedroom downstage.” (26-27) 
 
My analysis, based on a comparison of two specific and related scene designs for 
A Streetcar Named Desire, may suggest some broader observations about the 
mediums of film and theatre in the era. Whether those observations can be 





Analysis of Renderings for the Stage Play  
 
This is a rendering of the backdrop for the stage production (visible to the 
audience only when lit from behind).  Here, Mielziner uses distortion of line to 
highlight theatricality.  This backdrop suggests that there is a dreamlike quality to 
this world and that the way in which it is framed symbolizes something (i.e. the 
idea of a street corner [two roads crossing] references a sense of making a choice, 
and the way the building towers over the point of view references the idea that 
the environment or circumstance is overpowering).  The light that floods several 
areas also does not have a “real” light source but is used to draw attention to 




This sketch of the original Broadway production’s set design gives insight 
to Mielziner’s intentions for the scenography.  This sketch captures the elements 
of the dreamlike atmosphere of Streetcar.  Mielziner has created a soft-focus 
image, which seeks to minimize the materiality of the apartment by giving the 
viewer an “impression” rather than focusing on sharp detail.  While a true soft 
focus cannot be achieved in live theatre, special effects and lighting can help to 
convey the impression of a softened scene. This is obviously not a completely 
realistic, functioning layout for a flat, but this design serves the purpose to 
present to the audience the story of Streetcar.  In contrast, a film audience would 




Analysis of Photographs of the Stage Play 
 
This image, from the 1947 original Broadway production, is of the scene 
when Blanche is led away by the doctor and nurse.  This image gives some 
information about the set as a whole, although a portion of it (the bedroom) is 
not visible.  For obvious reasons, Mielziner did not design an actual wall to 
separate the Kowalski flat from the outside (the staircase).  Had an actual wall 
been built, it would have obstructed the audience’s view.  The boundaries of the 
space are determined at the onset of the play.  The upstage wall of the apartment 
is made of painted scrim and behind it is the backdrop (shown on p. 33).  The 
characters’ blocking and carefully defined lighting instructs the audience on 





This shot, taken during Blanche’s birthday dinner scene, shows a closer 
look at the relationship between the back wall and the backdrop of the set.  The 
shutters and their shadows are actually painted on a scrim.  This means that 
when lit from the front, the wall appears solid.  When it is lit from behind (or if 
the light from behind the scrim is stronger than the light in front), it becomes 
transparent.  Behind the scrim wall is the backdrop.  Little information is given 
about the backdrop; however, it is safe to assume due to industry practices of the 
era that it is muslin or scenery canvas and painted as a combination of opaque 
and translucent techniques in Mielziner’s signature style.  There is a painted 
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shadow of a lamppost from what would be behind the shutter.  The walls are 
painted in a skewed perspective, which is an obvious gesture of theatricality.   
 
This image gives more information on the upstage scrim wall of the set.  
The shutters are painted at a skewed angle to heighten the theatricality.  
Mielziner did not intend for the scenic design or specifically these shutters to look 
real but used these gestures of theatricality to point to the symbolism and 
subjective realism in Tennessee Williams’ text.  The effect is to distort and 
exaggerate objective reality.  Although the play is romanticized reality, the reality 
the audience sees is also harsh and often dreamlike.  This image, like Mielziner’s 
backdrop rendering, has visual connections to the distortion of line that is a 
feature of expressionism and to the dreamlike qualities of symbolism.  These 
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images from the play demonstrate a scenographic approach that emphasizes 
broad brush strokes, high levels of theatricality, and a “soft” focus that suppresses 




Analysis of Photographs of the Film 
 
Still captures from the film, by contrast, show how director and designer 
adapted the visual environment to play to the strengths of the camera to reveal 
detail and concentrate focus.  Here, the fading and deteriorating of the wallpaper 
is very visible.  The texture of the wood on the indoor windows above Stella’s 
head gives indication to the age and state of Stella and Stanley’s living conditions.  
Even the pillow on the fold up bed is worn, giving more detail about the home.  





This shot of Blanche at the Kowalskis’ table gives detail not only to inside 
the flat, but also gives information about the conditions outside the home.  
Having decided to approach the visual design representationally rather than 
theatrically, Kazan and designers Richard Day and George James Hopkins 
decided to get their sense of the relationship between interior and exterior (at 
times the interior feels isolated, at others, exposed) through creating many large 
window, doors, and other features based on conventional architecture.  Yet by 
opening and closing shutters and doors and by shifting the lighting to emphasize 
or deemphasize the interior or exterior they were able to achieve the same 
features in the original stage set but in filmic terms.  The fact that the audience is 
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able to see the goings-on of life outside of the Kowalski flat is because Kazan has 
implemented transparency through layering.  Instead of Mielziner’s  scrim,  Day 
used dimensional walls that have large windows, doors, and skylights to achieve 
the sense that the apartment is exposed to the world outside it.  The audience 
does not know everything that happens on the other side of the walls of the flat 
but is given pieces of information that tells it there is in fact life beyond the walls 
of Stella and Stanley’s home.  The set dressings are incredibly detailed.  The 





In this shot of Stanley, there are a lot of set dressings and detail.  Stanley is 
almost framed by the clutter and chaos of the image.  The details are what help 
bring this image from the film closer to the “real” that an audience expects it to 
be.  Details like the electrical cord for the iron (running from the ceiling 
downward), the print on Blanche’s four-drawer trunk, and the bowling trophy on 
the mantle allows an audience to experience the Kowalski flat, rather than just 
observe it.  Most audience members have experienced clutter and a sense of being 
overwhelmed like is depicted in this image, and those members get a 360-degree 
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experience of the Kowalski clutter, enabling them to better relate to the 
characters in the film. 
 
This exterior shot of the Kowalski flat (and the upper floor) is of particular 
interest because, other than in the opening credits, this is the first time the 
audience gets to see a full shot of the entire exterior.  This image also very closely 
resembles Jo Mielziner’s sketches for the 1947 Broadway production.  
Theatricality is at work in this image, but it is used subtly and is, again, grounded 
in reality.  It is rather unlikely that real, working shutters, missing as many slats 
as these are, would be actually found on the outside of a lived-in home.  On the 
second floor porch, there is a lighted area where the two walls meet.  There is no 
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realistic source for this light.  The light cannot be coming from the street lamp or 
from the upstairs flat.  Lighting this corner makes the shot more dynamic and 
interesting, though a lit area such as this would not be found in reality. In fact, 
one element of theatricality that Kazan uses consistently to great effect is lighting. 
To emphasize something on stage using a lighting technique, a spotlight may be 
used.  A spotlight is highly theatrical and not at all subtle but would not be ill 
received in a play.  In fact, Mielziner used sixteen stationary follow-spots during 
the original stage production (Murphy 28).  If Kazan had chosen to use a 
spotlight in this scene, an audience would likely be confused; the audience would 
tend to look for an explanation derived from realism for any light that is too 
obtrusive.  Thus Kazan’s limitations in lighting are similar to the ones he has in 
terms of scenery.  In film an audience will try to find a logical explanation for 
everything it sees, an explanation that can be connected to the objective world 





This image, taken seconds after Stella descends the staircase, allows the 
audience to experience this intimate moment with Stella and Stanley, while not 
feeling as though it has intruded on their personal space.  It is almost as if the 
audience is spying on the reuniting couple, which gives the audience the feeling of 
experiencing the scene, rather than just observing it.  By shooting through the 
staircase, Kazan is implementing transparency in layers as a visual theme.  This 
theme is evident in several other scenes (Blanche emerging from a cloud of 
smoke at the train station, seeing the street-life through the windows of the 





This image is taken from the scene on the pavilion on Lake Pontchartrain.  
In the play, the dialogue that occurs in this scene takes place in the Kowalski flat 
after Mitch and Blanche’s date.  This scene, though “opened up” for film, is 
subtly, but highly theatrical.  The fog used on the lake is the key theatrical touch.  
In reality, fog may very well be found floating on a body of water, but it is used to 
soften this scene and the information presented in the dialogue (regarding Allan 
Gray’s death).  Blanche lives in a world where truth is “what ought to be” (451) 
and prefers magic to reality; the fog is an almost dreamlike element that 
subconsciously allows the audience to experience Blanche’s subjective reality a 
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bit more fully yet maintains Kazan’s careful balance and determination so as not 





This shot is taken from the scene in which the Mexican woman tries to sell 
Blanche flowers for the dead.  Again, Kazan uses fog to create a dreamlike feeling, 
enabling the audience to experience what Blanche is experiencing.  The Mexican 





Here, Kazan uses the sheer drapery to soften this shot and give dramatic 
effect.  For a similar result or feel in theatre, dim lighting and fog or haze would 
be incorporated.  Using fog in the Kowalski flat to achieve a dramatic, dreamlike 
effect, would create a phony sense of theatricality (in the film) because indoor fog 
would usually contradict our intuitive knowledge of reality and thus seem 
artificial or forced, drawing attention to the technique rather than the content of 
the moment.  Using the sheer drapery, like the fog, helps the audience experience 
Blanche’s sense that the everyday world is disappearing from her, yet the choice 
is still rooted in the reality of the film.  There are actually sheer draperies in the 
flat, and it is not farfetched to shoot the scene from behind them. 
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In order to achieve his artistic intent, Kazan always resorted to techniques 
that are believable in the context of how an audience understands reality in the 
everyday world.  This serves to conceal the symbolic content of the image and 
allow it to operate at a level that is below the consciousness of the audience.  In 
theatre, directors and designers introduce the level of theatricality early in order 
to allow the audience to accept its use throughout a production; in film the 
director carefully controls the level of theatricality in order not to disturb the 





Realism vs. Theatricality in Film and Theatre 
In the early history of film, a heavy emphasis was placed on film’s ability to 
document objective reality.  What can be seen in Streetcar is evidence of a period 
in which filmmakers were experimenting with subjectivity to develop its own 
independent aesthetic.  A Streetcar Named Desire is film’s attempt to 
understand its relationship with the objective world it captures.  Though I believe 
all of this to be true of the era of Streetcar, I am still unsure as to whether or not 
this is a present condition of film.  Below are suggestions as to how this question 
could play itself out. 
Film leads an audience in the direction of realism because it is realistic by 
default.  Theatricality in film must be handled much more subtly.  Theatre is able 
to create its own reality through exaggeration.  For instance, imagine a man and a 
woman in a coffee shop meeting for the first time.  There is an evident initial 
attraction.  The man and the woman sit down and talk for nearly an hour.  At the 
end of this happened-upon meeting, the man asks for the woman’s phone 
number.  She obliges, and they are about to part ways when the man takes the 
final sip of his coffee.  The woman notices, glistening in the sunlight from the 
window, a gold band on his left hand ring finger.  She, waiting for no explanation, 
grabs her purse and storms out of the coffee shop with a look of disgust hardly 
hidden.  Bewildered at what could have possibly caused her such an upset, he 
stares out the window after her in amazement.  The scene ends.  Imagine this 
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scenario on a stage.  Assume there was never any verbal mention of the ring or a 
possible marriage (former or current), nor was there any physical reference to the 
ring (note that the man did not even know her reason for such an abrupt exit).  
Would a theatre audience have any idea as to why the woman left in such a fuss?  
No, not likely.  Now imagine this same scenario, but this time in a film.  Again, 
assume there was never any verbal mention of the ring or any physical reference 
to the ring.  In the film version of this scene, the woman hands her number to the 
man with a smile.  The camera cuts to a close shot of the man sipping his coffee, 
and then to the woman’s look of disgust, then back to the man sipping his coffee 
(this time zoomed in on just the coffee cup and the hand).  A film audience would 
know exactly why the woman stormed out of the coffee shop, though the man in 
the scene might be puzzled.  This scene, taken completely out of context of the 
rest of its play or movie, would only make sense to the film audience.  The version 
of this scene on a stage would only make sense to an audience if the theatrical 
device, pointing, were to be utilized.  Something — a gesture, a look, or a 
comment — would have to be made — and exaggerated — for an audience to fully 
understand the reason for the woman’s upset.  Had one actually witnessed this 
scenario in a coffee shop, the reality of the scene probably would have been that 
the onlooker would have been just as confused as the man with the ring by the 
woman’s abrupt exit.  Assume again that there were no comments made about 
the ring, nor were there any physical indications (gesturing) toward the ring.  
Unless the onlooker was close to the man and the woman, he would probably not 
have noticed the woman’s eye being caught by the shiny gold band on the man’s 
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left hand.  Therefore, the onlooker would have probably not known why the 
woman got so upset.  The chances of the onlooker having seen the woman’s 
glance toward the ring are much more likely than the woman having used the 
theatrical device of pointing at any point during their coffee date, making the film 
version of this scene much closer to reality than that of the theatre version of this 
scene. 
Phenomenological Conclusion 
A Streetcar Named Desire is a play of subjective realism.  In the film, the 
use of the camera, sound, lighting, and special effects allow the inner workings of 
Blanche’s mind to be much more evident to an audience than in the stage play by 
placing the audience within Streetcar.  Without these elements inherent to the 
medium of film, an audience would be unable to experience the world from 
within Blanche’s point of view, in effect becoming Blanche.  A theatre audience 
can witness or observe Blanche’s circumstances, sympathize, or at the very most 
empathize with Blanche, but an audience is unable to experience the world of 
Streetcar as she does.  Whereas the film version allows the audience to better 
relate to Blanche’s character, Streetcar’s stage version shows the audience the 
confinement Blanche feels since the setting of the play is in a more predictable 
and visually static space.  On the stage, the audience sees Blanche as entrapped; 
in the film, the audience more viscerally experiences her anguish.  In a sense, the 
audience is given a different set of circumstances in which to place Blanche.  The 
audience can only observe Blanche in the context of the static scenic space. 
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The contrasting ideas of Meyerhold and Stanislavski regarding 
“theatricality” cited earlier are attributable to their ideas of theatre.  For 
Stanislavski, theatre is representational and naturalistic, whereas for Meyerhold, 
theatre is abstract and presentational.  Kazan and Mielziner found a middle 
ground for the theatre of Streetcar. 
Mielziner developed a design language that he called ‘abstract realism,’ in which objective 
reality is suggested but attenuated and subjectivity is indicated without being precisely 
delimited.  Kazan juxtaposed Stanislavsky with Meyerhold, creating a naturalistic 
environment in which his actors addressed the audience in increasingly presentational 
ways.  Williams created an illusion of objective reality into which subjective perception 
intruded insistently. (Murphy 14-15) 
 
The film version of Streetcar is much more subjective than that of the 
stage version.  The film audience is able to see the poetic reality of the story, while 
also getting to experience Blanche’s reality (which is subjective).  Kazan’s choice 
to open up the story for film allows the audience to see Blanche’s relationship 
with reality through her interaction with the “real” world, outside the walls of the 
Kowalski flat.  The theatre version, only able to show one static point of view, 
allows the audience to draw its own conclusions about the characters and their 
circumstances. 
The poetic style of this story inherently pulls Streetcar away from the 
naturalistic tendencies inherent in realism and toward theatricality.  The medium 
of theatre innately allows Streetcar to pursue this direction, whereas the 
tendency of film toward visual realism pulls Streetcar closer toward a more 
visually literal portrayal of reality.  The poetry of the stage version of Streetcar 
comes alive through the text.  An audience member sees the actors on the stage 
just as he or she would a person sitting next to him or her in the audience.  
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Though effects such as haze or lighting may be implemented, the actors are seen 
objectively as human beings walking and talking on a stage.  The poetry cannot be 
a literal vignette and, therefore, must be a verbal one.  In the film version, the 
poetry is treated visually, rather than through the literary medium of language, 
with the uses of special effects, camera angles, and visual transparency. 
Theatricality can be found in this film of subjective realism, but even the 
theatrical elements are grounded in reality in order to avoid violation of audience 
expectations based on the conventions of film in the period.  To compensate for 
the places in the play where the dreamlike qualities are enhanced by the 
theatrical environment, Kazan needs to resort to careful techniques that, while 
still grounded in reality, allow him to emphasize the inner workings and 
experiences of Blanche’s character in the film.  Because most of Kazan’s 
theatricalized devices are anchored in visual reality, when used in the film, they 
do not seem bizarre or out of place.  They are noticeably less realistic but not 
unbelievably so.  
The nature of film is generally much more intimate than that of theatre, 
and this is evident through many of the aforementioned examples.  Not only are 
the intimacies of gestures, facial expressions, and glances able to be 
communicated to the film audience, but also, the scenic design can be much more 
subtle and much closer to realism than that of the theatre set.  In this film, Kazan 
opts for a style that is generally more overtly “real” and even plays on the 
voyeuristic ability for the camera to move in order to enhance the experience of 
intimacy without violating the overt reality of the space. 
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The physical limitations of theatre prevent it from portraying stories in the 
same way film does.  However, unlike film, realism in theatre can be pushed 
toward a high degree of stylization or theatricality without violating the 
audience’s expectations that are themselves derived from what it expects from 
the medium.  But with few physical limitations in film (especially in this day and 
age with Photoshop and CGI), does contemporary film continue to mostly avoid 
the kind of overtly theatrical, stylized, presentational productions that are done 
in theatre?  I think there is something innate in film that makes it more difficult 
to do these gestures of theatricality with consistent success.  Mainstream film 
caters to a larger audience than that of theatre.  This distinction is often 
presented as one in which theatre is an “elite” literary medium that appeals to a 
select few, whereas film is a popular medium, appealing to a large and less critical 
audience.  A theatre audience is generally an “elite” population.  Although theatre 
audiences are often older, they may also be more experimentalist in their viewing 
and may be more willing to accept the unfamiliar and even the obscure.  This 
could be, in part, attributed to the appeal of the literary and symbolic nature of 
theatre.  Mainstream film attracts a large variety of people, both the elite and the 
popular viewers, and tends to be more overt and more literal in appealing to the 
many different desires of such a broad audience. This is especially true of, though 
not limited to, the mainstream western film that is usually identified with 
Hollywood. 
Theatre is “theatrical” almost by necessity because “theatrical” is what 
audiences have come to expect.  Stripped of its theatricality, theatre is less 
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effective as a medium both technically and artistically.  Theatre is relatively more 
liberated to be theatrical because an audience can never not be aware it is in the 
theater; in order to achieve its effect, an audience will always see the play in the 
context of the mechanism of performance — the theatre. 
In film, when the lights in the theater go down, the audience is in 
darkness. It can see nothing other than the film.  Its physical relationship to the 
film, because of the sheer size of the image in relationship to its distance and the 
angle of the camera along with special effects, is not as an observer or voyeur, as 
it is in theatre, but is as a witness or participant from within the event.  The 
audience is immersed in the film’s reality and becomes deeply connected as a 
participant.  Unless film makes an effort to maintain the fourth wall, that wall is 
eliminated and the audience is seduced into the scene. 
Whether it is magnitude, time, space or a combination of all three, the 
inherent ability of film to pull an audience in and allow it to experience the story 
rather than just witness it makes it a much more immersive medium than that of 
theatre.  Through film, an audience can experience the characters emotionally 
and psychologically.  In theatre, an audience watches the characters interact with 
one another and, at the very most, can empathize with them. 
Film and theatre are two distinctly different art forms.  They have many 
similarities but work very differently to achieve similar results.  Based on this 
research, it does not appear necessarily more difficult for film to be overtly 
theatrical; it is just not necessary (and maybe even counterproductive) to achieve 
the film’s intent. 
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All conclusions drawn from this specific case study are ideas based on a 
limited survey.  The conclusions can be framed as limited to the filmmaking of 
this period, but this limitation raises questions about the differing nature of film 
and theatre in a more universal sense.  This film is a critical example of a period 
during which filmmakers struggled to break away from the conventions of 
theatre. Over time they discovered that there are profound aesthetic differences 
between the two.  How these differences manifest themselves in this example can 
be projected to a larger question: are these differences truly inherent and how has 
that played itself out in successive eras of film- and theatre-making? 
There is so little phenomenological research pertaining to scenography 
that, though this study surveys only a small slice of a very broad spectrum, it can 
serve as beginning groundwork for further research.  Future research could 
survey other artists who worked in the same era as Williams, Mielziner, Day, 
Hopkins, and Kazan or could investigate current mediums, artists, and how they 
handle scenography.  Future research could perform a broader survey, comparing 
other stage productions turned into films in the same period.  Beyond comparing 
stage productions made into films is the possibility of conducting similar research 
in later eras in order to determine how scenography in both mediums has 
evolved.  This exploration has demonstrated that future research is both possible 
and significant because it suggests a way to perform an analysis of a noteworthy 







p. 4  Action opens with Stanley throwing 
meat package at Stella 
*audience first sees Stanley 
Opening 
p. 333  Action opens with Blanche at the 
train station 
 
 Stanley is roughhousing with friends in 
the bowling alley 
*audience first sees Stanley 
p. 10  Stella and Blanche reunite in 
Kowalski flat. 
p. 341  Stella and Blanche reunite in 
bowling alley. 
p. 18  Stella: “Here’s a picture of him! [She 
hands a photograph to Blanche.]” 
p. 347  Stage directions say, “STELLA: 
(looks toward a photograph of 
Stanley).” 
p. 21-22  Outburst about Belle Reve p. 349-350  Outburst about Belle Reve 
(Blanche runs out of the flat) 
p. 57  When Mitch shows Blanche the 
inscription on his cigarette case, she “reads 
it with feigned difficulty” according to the 
stage directions. 
p. 384  When Mitch shows Blanche the 
inscription on his cigarette case, “(She 
takes his hand under pretense of 
moving it so that the match light will 
serve to best advantage.)”  The stage 
directions indicate that “She releases his 
hand, pretending embarrassment” after 
Blanche delivers the lines. 
p. 92  Blanche’s monologue p. 412  Blanche’s monologue including 
an added line: “That’s why I haven’t 
been so awfully good lately…” 
p. 100  Mitch and Blanche talk about Allan 
Gray’s death in the Kowalski flat after their 
date. 
p. 419  Mitch and Blanche talk about 
Allan Gray’s death on their date out on a 
pavilion on Lake Pontchartrain.  
p. 113  When Mitch tells Blanche about his 
mother, she says, “You love her very much, 
don’t you?”  Mitch replies, “Yes.” 
p. 428  When Mitch tells Blanche about 
his mother, she says, “You love her very 
much, don’t you?”  Mitch nods. 
p. 145  Mitch turns on the light to get a good 
look at Blanche. 
p. 451  Mitch turns on the light and 
pulls Blanche near the lamp to get a 
good look at her. 
p. 150  When Mitch confronts Blanche 
about her past, she tells him to leave or 
she’ll scream, “Fire!”  Mitch leaves. 
p. 456  When Mitch confronts Blanche 
about her past, she tells him to leave or 
she’ll start “Screaming!”  Blanche chases 
Mitch out of the apartment while 
screaming, and a crowd gathers outside 
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